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HIGHLY DANGEROUS 

METHOD OF COCAINE ABUSE. 

A letter to the Journal 

of the American Medical 

Association highlighted a 

potentially dangerous new 

method of cocaine abuse. 

A 34-year old man was 

admitted to hospital 

following the insertion 

of liquid cocaine 

solution into the urethra 

of his penis in an 

attempt to enhance sexual 

performance. His erection 

remained for six days 

and, on going down, blood 

coagulated in various 

parts of his body. 

Doctors had to amputate 

nine fingers and both 

legs above the knees. The 

mans penis fell off by 

itself. (Reported in 

Narcotics Control Digest, 

June 8, 1988). 

“There was a young lady from Ryde 

Who ate too many apples and died. 

The apples - fermented - inside the Lamented 

Made cider inside her inside.” 

COSTUME PARTY 
Now and then,. Spy rings round friends and contacts, to ask if 

they’ve come across any anecdotes which they think you lot might 

like to hear. And even more occasionally, they actually come up with 

something. One such trawl produced a story from Hamish, who 

works in PR in Victoria, and remembered a cost inventive rag week 

stunt. A bunch of naughty students dressed up as council workers, 

and approached some blokes digging up the road in Kilburn, to 

warn them that students dressed s policemen were going around 

ordering roadworks gangs to cease work. They then rang the cops, 

with the news that students dressed as road-diggers were illegally 

digging up a road in Kilburn ... and then they stood back and 

watched the fun. Hamish wondered if this tale was any use to me 

since it was a few years old. Hell, yes, I assured him: by Spy’s 

standards, anything less than twenty years out of date counts as a 

major scoop! 

 
‘...then we lost the Andrex account when BH7 moved 

to Tesco’s own brand.’ 

 

 

It’s the drink that makes  

 

me so prickly 
HOW do you stop a 

hedgehog getting 

prickly? The answer, 

it seems, is to keep it 

off the booze. 
At least that’s the ad-

vice from a wildlife 

charity, which is seeing a 

growing number of 

hung-over animals.  

The thirsty creatures 

Hedgehogs get hung over 
 

by SIMON TRUMP 

drink saucers of bitter put 

down by gardeners to 

drown slugs, who are 

attracted by the smell and 

crawl in. 

A member of the British 

Hedgehog Society found 

one of his charges dancing 

around near a dish of beer.  

Judy Nash of Animal 

Watch in Yetminster, Dor-

set, said:“We want to make 

people more aware of the 

dangers to hedgehogs.” 

Perhaps a paracetamol 

would help... 

WAFFLES THAT ABART? 

Sadly Liliana will be leaving us very shortly so if everyone can make a 

special effort to attend her (fancy dress) leaving do we can make sure it’s 

a memorable occasion and maybe she’ll come back one day (sob,sob). In 

the meantime anyone organising a coach trip down to Rio way Liliana 

will be doing the cooking herself for her last supper, preparing a special 

Brazilian meal, and would like an idea of numbers beforehand so if you 

are coming please sign the list going around. Make sure you note the 

board if you’re veggie. There will be a small charge for everyone having 

food. 

Congratulations to Sarah Noakes and Simon Russell who finally tied the 

knot a few weeks ago. The hash sent a congratulatory bouquet in the 

shape of a pair of running shoes (suitably mud splattered I hope, 

otherwise NEW SHOES!!!).  Neither of them have been seen since but 

hopefully they’ll be back hashing before long. 

Merry Christmas to one and all and enjoy the Christmas party at White 

Horse Ditchling on 20
th
 December. Don’t forget the New Year resolutions 

– give up alcohol, run at least six times and 50 miles a week, no sex and 

take up a fat free diet. Some suggestions there of tired old cliché 

resolutions to avoid.  ON ON!                                     



EMERGENCY PAGE 3 SUPPLIED BY RAY NOAKES FOR SECOND RUN OF XMASTRASH:- 

WEST SUSSEX FUN RUN LEAGUE AGM 

14th November 1993 

 

1. Holmwood Hounds, a founder club of the league, resigned 

because they now only have two members. This leaves 17 clubs 

in the league. No new applications for membership have been 

received, but a new club, Burgess Hill Runners, has shown 

interest. 

 

2. Club affiliation fees have been retained at £10.00 per annum. 

Entry to fun runs still to cost just £1.00 for adults and 50p for 

juniors for members of affiliated clubs, but clubs may charge 

what they like for entry on the day. 

 

3. Relays this year to be held at Hove Park due to Christs Hospital 

not being available. 

 

4. The following programme was agreed for 1994:- 

 

FROM ‘RUNNING MAGAZINE’ – MAY 1984 

FRONT RUNNER 

The most fun you can have with your running 
shoes on? Barry Wilson unfolds the mysteries 
of the dubious-sounding Hash 
To some people with narrow 

horizons, the noble order of the Hash 
House Harriers is nothing more or less 

than a running club for drunks. But to 

enthusiasts the world over, the HHH 
is the most successful social club for 

runners yet invented. It’s also the 

most painless introduction to running. 
“Hashing” is expanding faster 

than any other sort of running club in 

the world. Last year, the interna-tional 
count of HHH clubs leapt to 344, an 

increase of 64 in the year. There are 

now Hash clubs in 61 countries. 
Australia leads the way with 75 clubs, 

and this Easter Syd-ney hosts the third 

biennial “Inter-hash” meeting at 
which over 3,000 runners are 

expected to take part. 

There are now 33 Hash clubs in 
Britain, spread between Looe in 

Cornwall and Aberdeen in Scotland 

(see page 137 for details). Most 
British clubs run once a week, and a 

few have an average turn-out of less 

than 20 runners. Probably the most 
successful club in the country is 

Cambridge, which started in 1978, 

and which now gets an average of 
over 50 runners every Sunday 

morning. It is their proud boast that 

they haven’t missed a Sunday since 

the start. The club put on the sec-ond-

ever “NashHash” (nationalUK) run at 

Croxton Park, near St. Neots, last 
summer which cost £6,000 to organise 

and attracted no less than 480 runners 

from 16 countries. 
In answer to those who say the 

HHH isn’t for real runners at all, the 

Cambridge club last summer lined up 
30 starters for the local half-marathon, 

and all finished with times ranging 
from 68:04 to 2:14:06 The last two 

finishers epitomise the Hash attitude 

to running. Ron (a local barber) and 
Ruby Ketteridge are both over 60 and 

rarely miss a Sunday run. They may 

be behind most people in a race, but 
they are respected as canny Hashers 

who stay up with the best of the front 

runners. 
So how do they do it... and what 

is Hashing? 

Runs are usually from four to 
eight miles, and the idea is to find a 

previously laid trail, something like an 

old fashioned paper chase. “Hares” 
the trail layers, spend some weeks 

planning their trails, getting 

permission from local farmers, tracing 
old footpaths from large scale 

Ordnance Survey maps. The idea is to 

find as much mud, water, forest and 
rough country as possi-ble. Trails are 

usually laid with small piles of 

sawdust or flour and three successive 
piles mean you are on the right trail; 

turnbacks (arrows 

pointing back the way you’ve come 
send you back to the last checkpoint). 

Checkpoints – circles with 

crosses in the middle – are placed 
every half-mile or so, usually at a 

junction of roads, footpaths or fields. 

The first runner to arrive at a 
checkpoint must wait until the rest of 

the pack has run through. Hashing is 

not competitive; it is not a race. 
At checkpoints, runners head off 

in different directions to find the trail. 

When the three required successive 

piles of sawdust have been found the 

runner gives the traditional Hash yell 

of “On! On!” and the pack follows 
the trail to the next check. And so on. 

A five-mile run may take between an 

hour and an hour-an-a-half depending 
on how difficult it is to find the trail. 

Most UK runs start and finish at the 

same pub (real ale preferred!), and 
the aim is usually to finish right on 

opening time. 

Running a Hash trail is as hard 
as you like to make it. Real athletes 

will look for the trail at every check, 

which can involve getting half a mile 
behind the pack if you go the wrong 

way. This is ideal for speedwork, in 

fact it is a sort of lazy fartlek. Non-
athletes, on the other hand, can rest at 

the checks which makes this an ideal 

way of starting running for the very 
unfit – with good company thrown in. 

The HHH started in colonial 

Kuala Lumpur, Malaya, in 1937. The 
name was coined from the nickname 

of the restaurant at the Selangor Club 

where expatriate Englishmen met and 
boozed. The originator is said to have 

been AS Gisbert, who is supposed to 

have suggested what at the time was 
the fairly outrageous idea of a “run” 

after a particularly heavy party at the 
club. The idea of doing it as a paper 

chase soon caught on and in the Far 

East, where the Hash tradition is still 
very strong, it is still usually run as a 

paper chase. 

The KL Hash continued until 

Japanese occupation at the end of 

1941. Gisbert was killed in the 

fighting in Singapore in 1942, but the 
Hash started up again after the war. It 

wasn’t until 1962 that the second 

Hash was formed, in Singapore, with 
Perth, Australia being the first outside 

Malaysia in 1967. 

Even at the time of the 1,500th KL 
run in 1973, there were still only 35 

Hash clubs worldwide – the last 

decade has seen a 10-fold increase in 
clubs.  The concept arrived in the UK 

in 1975 when the Surrey Hash was 

set up for Sunbury/Walton runners 
and its popularity here is growing 

with seven clubs starting up last year 

alone. 
 

30.01.94 

13.02.94 

13.03.94 

04.04.94 

Next 

15.05.94 

12.06.94 

03.07.94 

06.07.94 

17.07.94 

21.08.94 

04.09.94 

24.09.94 

16.10.94 

06.11.94 

04.12.94 

 

 

 

29.05.94 

31.07.94 

Splashpoint 4 M 

St. Valentines 3 M 

Tortington 10 km 

Lewes 5 M 

Shoreham College Shufflers 

Portslade 5 M 

Hove Park 5 km 

Relays 

Roundhill Romp 

Stanmer 5 M 

Tilgate 5 M 

Fittleworth 5 M 

Henfield 4 M 

Lancing 4 M 

Goring 5 M 

Claus 4 M 

 

Non-scoring events:- 

 

Lancing College 10km – 

Jack & Jill 5 M 

Worthing 

Horsham 

Tortington 

Lewes (Bank Hol.) 

event t.b.a. 

Portslade 

Hove Park 

Hove Park 

Steyning 

Stanmer Park 

Crawley 

Fittleworth 

Henfield 

Lancing 

Worthing 

Southwick 

 

 

 

Lancing 

Clayton 

11.00 a.m. 

11.00 a.m. 

11.00 a.m. 

11.00 a.m. 

 

11.00 a.m. 

11.00 a.m. 

11.00 a.m. 

7.30 p.m. 

11.00 a.m. 

2.00 p.m. 

11.15 a.m. 

5.00 p.m. 

11.00 a.m. 

2.00 p.m. 

11.00 a.m. 

 

 

 

11.00 a.m. 

2.30 p.m. 

THE PARTY GO-ERS GUIDE TO 

FESTIVE FUN RUNS 

BY IAN THOMSON 
If you are a regular runner 

for whom running is a habit and 
simply just another part of your 
day like having a shave or 
eating a meal then you may be 
able to keep going through 
Christmas without any difficulty. 
But, as with any holiday, the 
change in routine can be 
disastrous for your plans. 

When you have to squeeze 
running into a busy day at work 
or home somehow you can 
manage. But despite the extra 
free time, for the men at least, 
actually setting aside 30 or 60 
minutes can be amazingly 
difficult. 

What you must do is be 
aware of the problem and then 
plan accordingly. The hard part 
of running at Christmas is doing 
it without starting one enormous 
family row. 
   But once you have negotiated 
some time for yourself, the 
physical and psychological 
rewards of running over the 
 

SLAPPED TOGETHER FROM 
TODAYS RUNNER YEARS AGO 

 
 
 
holiday period are immense. I love 
running on Christmas morning before 
lunch. I feel better for it and I can 
relax more for the rest of the day. An 
alternative strategy is to replan your 
hard days and your easy or rest days 
so that Christmas falls more 
conveniently into your schedule. That 
way you can avoid the anxiety of 
worrying about ‘missing’ a day. A 
planned rest day is in order. 

I have set out a schedule to keep 
you in shape throughout the season 
and set you up for the New Year. On 
the... 
First day of Christmas: My true 

love went with me. On one 
 

steady run. Minutes 30. 
Second day of Christmas: 

Two easy jogs am, pm, or a 
Turkey trot race. 
Third day of Christmas: 300 
metres on the track, striding. 
Fourth day of Christmas: 
Four easy miles. 
Fifth day of Christmas: Five 
Olympic rings and for a 15 
miler. 
Sixth day of Christmas: Six 

kilos steady training. 
Seventh day of Christmas: 

Rest day or country walking. 
Eighth day of Christmas: New 

Year’s Day racing. 
Ninth day of Christmas: 30 

minutes jogging. 
Tenth day of Christmas: 10 by 

one minute hills-a-sprinting. 
Eleventh day of Christmas: 

Ladies, resting, or four miles 
jogging. 
Twelfth day of Christmas: 
Twelve miles-a-fartleking. 

I hope that, however you 
spend Christmas, you start the 
New Year in good form, more 
or less sane and more or less 
fit, but least more keen to start 
a New Year. 

 



This weeks Star Letter:- 

 

Dear Bouncer, 

 

Although you made a vague reference to my disapproval of 

the content of the front page of the last Hash Trash I want to make my 

objection very clear. 

 

I hope the article was printed out of ignorance rather than 

perversion and assume you have no knowledge of the gross physical 

and mental harm that sexual abuse causes. To joke about this is akin to 

joking about children being murdered or starved or people dying of 

cancer. 

 

Hash Trash is welcome when it writes about things that 

interest the Hash, real ale, running and good company. Why spoil it for 

the sake of a smutty snigger. Let’s leave perversion to the perverts. 

 

 Ray 

 

Anyone who saw the South Bank Show will have seen John Cleese up 

against the wall with a question of what was regarded as good taste and 

what not. His answer was that there really is no such division as all 

humour is based on the misfortune of someone or somebody and how 

far you take it defines the boundary of taste. Unfortunately, everyone 

has their own idea and many people have a lower ‘threshold’ of what 

they can take as being humour and what they regard as tasteless. Ray 

has developed a position within the hash as the sensible one. This 

doesn’t often happen in hashes but when does you invariably find that 

person as belong a figure of respectability who is usually lurking around 

the committee somewhere. This kind of response to exceeding an 

individuals boundary of taste is not unknown even in a hash trash, an it 

is because of his strong views that I knew somehow it would be Ray 

who objected to eth material in the publication. As a pre-emptive 

defensive strike I attached Ray’s name to the Michael Jackson story that 

ensued there would be an attack, a move which I now regret and 

wholeheartedly apologise for. It is inevitable that on occasion individual 

boundaries will be overstepped (as they say you can’t please all the 

people all the time) but to make it worse is unforgivable, and so I shall 

simply suppress any feelings of anger at the suggestion of Ray’s letter 

and leave it at that. As a footnote I understand that Michael Jackson is 

to share his cell with Bobby Thomson and Ian Venables. 

 Bouncer 

 

 HENFIELD JOGGERS – 7 STILES FUN 

RUN – 4 MILES 25TH SEPTEMBER 1993 

 

4. RICHARD POUNTNEY 24.02 

14. TERRY SMITH 25.33 

37. TREVOR JONES 27.49 

68. RAY NOAKES 29.58 

73. MORGAN BUTLER 30.28 

91. BRIAN MCKIMM 31.19 

94. GRAHAM OSBORNE 31.26 

102. SARAH NOAKES 32.02 

103. SIMON RUSSELL 32.09 

120. ALISON BUTLER 33.49 

125. MARY JONES 34.32 

139. NEIL TAYLOR 35.36 

148. ROSEMARY NOAKES 36.31 

163. LES COURTNEY 39.?? 

 

WINNERS:- 

ADRIAN BROWN 23.19 

PAULA BONGERS 28.00 

SAINTS & SIMMERS 77 PTS. 

 

LANCING MANOR 4 

17TH OCTOBER 1993 

 

81. MORGAN BUTLER 30.19 

83. BRIAN MCKIMM 30.54 

93. RAY NOAKES 31.49 

136. DAVE TAYLOR 33.38 

144. SARAH NOAKES 34.09 

216. LES COURTNEY 40.18 

223. ROSEMARY NOAKES 41.29 

 

WINNERS:- 

NICK BURN-CRONSHAW 25.25 

DANIEL SLATER 25.25 

MARK DAVIS 25.25 

TRACY OWEN 28.31 

WORTHING HARRIERS 85 PTS. 

 

 

 

GORING ROAD RUNNERS 

DOWNLAND 5 

7TH NOVEMBER 1993 

 

45. JOHN BIGGINS 35.53 

 

WINNERS:- 

J. LOWDEN 28.53 

A.BOWER 35.54 

HORSHAM JOGGERS 79 PTS. 

 

 



 

Ian and Mary Turner 

Welcome You To 

THE 

WHITE HORSE 

West Street, Ditchling 

Tel:0273 842006 

A REAL FREE HOUSE 

A Superb Range of 

Real Ales 

Complimented with a 

German Brewed Pilsner 

HOT & COLD FOOD 

Served 

Lunchtimes and Evenings 

7 Days a Week 

OPEN ALL DAY 

Monday – Saturday 

(Normal Hours Sunday) 

‘Hash cake’ 
drug raid 

DRUG squad officers 
today closed a shop on its 
first day while they 
investigated a claim it was 
planning to sell hash cake. 
Police said that boasts had 
been openly made that the 
shop in Kensington Place, 
Brighton, intended to flout 
drug laws by making the 
cake, laced with marijuana, 
available to customers. 
Today they raided the 
shop and found packages 
of a substance. One 
woman was arrested and 
is being questioned by 
police. 

 
CAREFUL WHERE YOU 
GET THE CHRISTMAS 
CAKE FROM MISSUS 

Tel:0273


FUNNY FRENCH WEEKEND – AN ARTISTS IMPRESSION 

 

Saturday dawned to the now normal sound of rain 

drumming on the roof. Through breakfast showers 

continued intermittently but we were able to leave for the 

airfield in bright but breezy weather. Formalities completed 

we were able to take off on time at 1100 with the promise 

of a bumpy flight, but with a good met report from Le 

Touquet. However, keeping beneath the cloud it was a 

comfortable flight, only meeting rain again crossing the 

French coast. 

 

After securing the Tobago on the apron, we left the terminal 

building at noon to rendezvous with Niel. 5 - 10 - 15 

minutes elapsed but no sign of our host! I had just begun to 

question my organising abilities when round the corner 

came our man. A dreaded ‘deviation’ had almost tripled the 

journey from Montreuil! 

 

Approaching Montreuil, even in the rain, is most imp-

ressive. The town is built on a hill and totally surrounded 

by massive walls. Niel lives in the centre of this gen and 

once there, we found Chris, Ann, Tony and family enjoying 

the Robinson hospitality. Introductions completed we were 

soon tasting ‘funny French beers’, wine or coffee, shortly 

followed by a fine lunch provided by Candy. The clouds 

had moved on and bright sun lit the Robinson garden. 

 

As time passed by discussion began to centre on the Dieppe 

party. Had the ferry been delayed? How long would the 

journey reasonably take? In short, where were they? As 

4pm, the proposed time for our hash, came and went we 

decided to wait until 5pm. Still no reinforcements so quite 

unabashed, 6 hashers set out along the rue Pierre Ledent, 

much to the amusement of a few French spectators. We 

were soon led down to a picturesque cobbled street, which 

tested Les’s knees somewhat, and then to a check outside 

the walls. 

 

Yours truly - possibly the second oldest hasher - felt oblig-

ed to support the two greyhounds, Chris and Tony, with the 

checking. Naturally I got it wrong first time but I was not 

abandoned! More running below the walls past allotments 

(crops looked in good order!) brought us through, and then 

to the top of the walls and another check. What a 

spectacular view! I was so absorbed I forgot all about 

checking! However, we were soon ‘on’ along the heights. 

 

We did have some discussion about what should be the 

correct call. ‘Sur-sur did not sound quite right and ‘allez-

allez’ is normally associated with wheels! Descending from 

our lofty circuit to the west of the town we came upon a 

tranquil river scene and encountered our first French mud -

much like ours really. Disturbing the odd angler, we 

followed the water, ending our excursion near the railway 

station. 

 

Climbing again through the outskirts of the town, we 

regained the dizzy heights. A brief meeting with my wife, 

Maureen, and friends confirmed that the Dieppe party of 

Lin, Elaine, Liliana, Don and Simon were in hot pursuit so 

we decided on one more complete circuit of the walls to 

round off a splendid run. 

 

At Niels house we were again treated to ‘funny french 

beers’ (his description) and an assortment of goodies. Time 

flew by until we realised we must return to our hotel to 

prepare for dinner. The walk was little more than 100m so 

it wasn’t long before we assembled in the hotel bar prior to 

the meal. The evening drifted by most pleasantly, with lager 

– then wine – plenty of food (eventually) and a nightcap 

from the proprietor. I must have been  a good customer! 

 

Sunday dawned bright and sunny and I awoke to the pitter-

patter of running shoes, worn by our two greyhounds, 

passing by the hotel. After this spur I felt I should at least 

take a walk. Feeling on top of the world I soon met other 

hashers taking the morning air so we returned together to 

breakfast at the hotel. After breakfast my feeling of well-

being evaporated to be replaced by one of nausea as the 

variety of drink consumed on Saturday night finally 

overtook me! 

 

We spent the morning exploring the town with our airborne 

friends and took our leave of Candy and family as Niel took 

us to the airfield. I was a silent passenger as I tried to 

contain my stomach – successfully I am glad to say! All 

nausea disappeared as we flew off to Shoreham. 

 

What a magnificent weekend – our hearty thanks to Niel, 

Candy and family! 
 

  MIKE MORRIS 



 

THE BEGINNER’S DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO THE LONDON PINT  

 

An article which selectively eulogises (singles 

out for special praise) the London pint should 
not engender too much opprobrium (cause too 

much agro) in a periodical bearing the name 

“London Drinker”. 

But is there such a thing as a London pint? Yes, 

basically it is a pint brewed in London for 

Londoners, but if it is brewed in, for example, 
Henley, Horsham, Lewes or Faversham and is 

indistinguishable from a London pint, it is 

acceptable as a London pint.  

What are the distinguishing features of a London 

pint? Firstly, it has a distinct bitter tang. Then it 
has a foaming head which quickly diminishes to 

a ring of small bubbles round the surface of the 

beer, with a hint of a head in the middle 

broken only by areas of clear beer. This 

appearance should persist down to the last 
drop, but should not unduly cause froth to 

cling to the inside surface of the glass. 

Unless, that is, the beer is in poor condition. 

How do I know whether the beer is in poor 

condition? The appearance of a London pint 

tells the drinker all about the beer before a 
drop has been tasted. For example, it tells 

him whether the cask from which it was 

drawn was more full than empty, or vice 
versa, whether the cellar is at the right 

temperature, how long the cask has been 
stillaged, when it was tapped, whether it has 

been badly brewed, or badly conditioned 

and the standards of hygiene in the pub. 
What are the tell-tale signs? 

 

 
 

 

 

LAST ISSUE’S QUIZ RESULTS:- 

 

The album was Presto by Rush, much underrated by 

the response I got. Still at least my pint was safe. 

 

You should have found the following 

establishments in the wordsearch:-  

 

GRAPES PELHAM 

BLUESHIP GATWICK 

WHEATSHEAF BRIDGE 

GATE DOG AND BACON 

HOPBINE ROYAL OAK 

HUNTSMAN FOUNTAIN 

WHITE HORSE RED LION 

NELSON PLOUGH 

SNOWDROP WINDMILL 

WALMER CASTLE STOUT HOUSE 

AVINS BRIDGE DOG AND DUCK 

GREEN DRAGON BRIDGEHOUSE 

OLD SCHOOL HOUSE NORFOLK 

CRABTREE QUEENS HEAD 

TANNERS KINGS 

CHERRY TREE LEATHERN BOTTLE 

BAT AND BALL SIX BELLS 

FORESTERS JAMES KING 

SCARLETT RISING SUN 

THREE MOLES BEAR 

FOX STAG 

NUTLEY HALL HORNBROOK 

ONSLOW 

If the beer has no head, it is (a) too cold, (b) too 

old, or (c) served in a dirty glass.  The feel of 

the glass will establish whether the beer is too 

cold. 

Assuming the beer is at the correct temperature 

and it never had a head, it is too old. 

If the head foams at first, but soon disappears 

altogether, the glass is not clean. 

If the head foams weakly, with big bubbles 

which soon disappear, the cask has been on tap 

a day or two too long. This is a different 

appearance from that indicating that the glass 

was not clean although it may well not be.  A 

combination of symptoms is harder to deal with, 

but not impossible with experience. 

If the head foams normally, or perhaps 

excessively, and does not diminish as the glass 

empties, it is either too fresh (insufficient time 

on the stillage), too warm, or is not a London 

pint.  Again the feel of the glass will disclose 

the temperature, but don’t carry a thermometer 

and use it within the purview of the landlord 

unless you do not intend to use that pub again. 

If the beer is slightly hazy, it may be too cold, 

badly brewed, or contaminated in the pub, or 

under gas pressure, particularly nitrogen. Which 

of these defects apply, can usually be 

established by sampling the same brand name in 

other pubs. For example if it comes out milky in 

all pubs, it is probably badly brewed. A badly 

brewed beer often goes hand in hand with the 

use of, so called, swan-neck pump fitments as 

they are designed to cause a reaction with 

certain adjuncts or additives in the beer, a 

practice tantamount to adulterating food with 

monosodium glutamate, an adulterant which 

brewers seem to have overlooked, but then 

brewers do not seem particularly concerned 

about enhancing the flavour of beer. The 

tendency seems to be quite the reverse. 

In none of the foregoing cases is it wise to 

return the beer. The staff will always deny that 

there is anything wrong with the beer, saying 

that nobody else has complained, or that it is 

supposed to be like that. 

If the beer regularly gives cause for concern, 

find another pub and write to the brewery if the 

offending pub is a tied house, or to the pub 

group if it is a free house. Branch contacts 

named elsewhere in this issue will be glad to 

help in case of doubt. 

Does this mean that the drinker should never 

complain to the pub staff if the beer is clearly 

defective? 

No! There are there cases where the drinker 

must return the beer. (1) if it tastes vinegary.  

(2)  If it is distinctly cloudy, with or without 

bits floating in it, and (3) if the glass is 

obviously dirty, e.g. lipstick round the edges, 

or a thick film on the inside of the glass 

which can be scraped off. Such cases are rare 

these days, but do sometimes happen. 

A vinegary taste may be caused by staleness, 

or by contamination. 

A cloudy pint, particularly with floating bits 

almost certainly means that the cask is nearly 

empty. Contrary to popular belief beer in this 

condition can cause no harm to the drinker. 

Without bits it may mean that the cask is 

nearly empty, that it has not been allowed 

sufficient time to settle, or that the cask has 

been disturbed. In a good pub, you will be 

thanked for drawing their attention to the 

defect and be given a replacement beer of 

your choice. In a bad pub you will 

reluctantly be offered your money back. 

It is hoped that this guide will enable the 

newcomer/visitor to London to enjoy the 

London pint at its best and to distinguish it 

from all the other beers on sale in the capital. 

It is a pity that London beers are not labelled 

as such, like “Yorkshire” and “Scotch” beers, 

even though they may not be brewed in any 

of these places.                           G. Broadley 

 

 

Drag Hunt 
THE Irish Times reported the fol-
lowing graffito in the gents of a Dublin 

pub: “If the blonde in the blue dress at 

the bar s reading this, my suspicions 
are confirmed.” 

 

LONDON PINT & THE FOLLOWING SLIGHTLY 
TOPICAL CLIP FROM LONDON DRINKER 

Christie’s Tavern, at the northern end of 

Richmond Bridge, had previously been the 
King’s Head. To quote the relevant article 

titled RIDICULOURS RENAMING, “Just 

recently it has been renamed JOE BEAU 
LAIS. Obviously somebody thinks this is 

humorous. Can anybody come up with a less 

sensible new name for a pub – one that has 
actually been used, that is?” The pub 

concerned no longer sells real ale. CHEERS! 

 

 



 
Run 798 - Mary and Marie-Anne at Chiddingly:  This was easily the 

wettest it’s been on any BH7 hash run since I joined just under a year ago. We 

were totally at the mercy of the hares as marks were almost wiped out by the 

rain and consequently got lost twice. The second time was after waiting for a 

while at one of the checks for backmarkers 6 of us got fed-up and went tearing 

off.  No marks later we returned to find that everyone else had gone so we tried 

a couple more directions before knocking on someone’s door and begging 

directions!  He turned out to be an ex-hasher who put us right so after dragging 

Elaine away from the steamed up bathroom windows of the next house along 

we managed to find the long way back (refusing to go along with Les Plumbs 

shortcutting instincts - should we call him Tom Thumb cos he always cuts 

them short??). best beer was in the car park in the form of the Harveys leftover 

from the barn dance in Bouncers boot, but the food was excellent and cheap, 

and the entertainment was good with Pianola by Eddie and Pete ‘look  no 

hands’ Eastwood. 

 

Run 799 - Terry and Ali Mystery Hash:  This one will remain a mystery as no-one told me where it was, how it went or what 

the pub was like after. Can’t have been much of a run, but that’s the price of letting women on the run sheet two weeks in a row. 

 

Run 800 - Nigel and Mike at Sussex University:  Missed this one too due to arriving at 7.40, and unable to pick up any marks, 

I gave up and went home in a fit of pique (peek? peak?). 

 

Run 801 - Bouncer and Brett at Horsham:  Wow, I’m having an easy ride here. As it’s bad form to review your own runs I 

can wriggle out of comment on this one too. Apart, that is, for a severe disappointment in all the wimps who chose to avoid the 

river crossing. Opinion on the brewery trip seems to have been lost in the mists of the free beer supplied by K&B of which 

Bunter seems to hold the record six pints. Any challengers? Les Courtney got breathalysed; nothing new there. The fish got 

away again though! 

 

Run 802 - Tony and Nigel (I think?), Hurstpierpoint:   I thoroughly enjoyed the early part of this run in and around Hurst.. 

but when we hit Danny after about 40 minutes and Wolstonbury Hill loomed ahead a few of us, still suffering the effects of 

Saturday’s Seven Sisters Marathon, decided on an early return. Good job too as Tony’s joky “Oh, about ten miles” at the start 

turned out to be not far off the mark when the pack headed over to Jack and Jill windmills after we left them. Mike took up 

flying at one stage hurling himself off a 50 foot cliff, but despite a high belief in his ability failed to miss the ground and had to 

perform an emergency stop. The planet received him back with open arms and failed to deflect in the slightest from its natural 

orbit. Apart from that the run broke up in dribs and drabs as people failed the test, and Brett and I were forgiven by those who 

had moaned about the length of the K&B run despite it being under 4 miles on the map! 

 

Run 803 - On-On Don at Shortbridge (or was it Uckfield?): As Don took a number of years sabbatical from the Hash many 

didn’t realise he’d reached the 250mark, but he claimed his mug with a superb solo run in and around Uckfield. The trail led 

across a few fields and the customary mud before hitting the outskirts of Uckfield for a very enjoyable game of under over 

sideways down in one of the little parks behind the houses. Nigel’s attempt to chuck my 99p torch away backfired when I nicked 

his so he applied his resourcefulness to fixing mine in a bid to get his own back. A bit of running through the housing estate was 

followed by a run up the high street and a very attractive run (I think – would have helped if someone hadn’t turned all the lights 

out!) through a country park to a beer stop in Santa’s grotto. Unfortunately Don’s clever on-backs had on-backfired slightly and 

many hashers missed this delight to get back to the pub early. The non-SCB’ers made it shortly after 9 p.m. to enjoy the 

hospitality of the staff and customers of the Peacock Inn and see Don get his richly deserved down-down. 

 

Run 804 - Airman Luck at Goddards Green:  Just before leaving the house for 

Don’s run I studied the map to plan my next hash and decided on this very 

establishment, with a beer stop in my back garden. That’ll have to wait now cause 

Bob pre-empted me to lay a fine run using country lanes and country mud to equal 

effect. Ivan was not a happy lad and kept crying ‘how could my daddy lay a run like 

this?’ every time we hit shiggy. We managed to lose the trail convincingly (and the 

hare) at one point when determined that we were going to cross the A23 and double 

back we kept veering over to it, but eventually regrouped after the pre-warned 

electric ribbon fence. The run was an ideal length clocking in at just over an hour, 

giving plenty of drinking time in the pub. Who was it who chucked beer over the 

chairperson of Burgess Hill council sharing a drink with a work colleague right 

behind us though? She knows me and I got the blame for that!! 

 

 



LETTER FROM SHEFFIELD: 
 

The following was received from Big Nigel and has been 

edited to take out all the lovey-dovey stuff which is 

between me and Nigel alone:- 

 

“Life at Uni seems to be one big piss-up so far. Even the 

sports clubs do more drinking than sport. It’s really good! I 

belong to the orienteering club, which is nowhere near as 

much fun as hashing, but the next best thing. We have got 

some serious runners. British squad members no less, and a 

whole load of drunks with a get fit guilt complex (me etc.). 

We have some good socials and usually go to an event on 

Sundays. I think that I may be getting a bit too fit actually. I 

go running three times a week, so I shall have to drink a bit 

more to even things up a bit. 

 

“There are some guys from the Poly who organise a hash 

every fortnight, which we go on too. They’re the sort of 

hashes Bouncer and I love – lots of water, lots of muck and, 

more importantly, lots of beer. Some of the obstacles are 

pretty good too – see diagram:- 

 
“On this one we went in one side and back through the 

other, only in the middle was it possible to stand up due to 

the size of the hole in the river bed!  This was at the start of 

the run, between bouts of mud-wrestling. 

 

“Had a good run last weekend in Cambridge at the 

university. There was a knockout sprint orienteering event, 

followed by the ALC ‘O’, which is an orienteer over about 

1.5km, with 6 controls (checks) and a pint of beer at each. 

Bit like a short hash with 6 beer stops – not for the 

fainthearted! At the last check there was also a 5-gallon 

bucket containing a couple of bottles of Gin, a couple of 

bottles of Vodka, and some Orange and Lemonade in it, 

which of course we had to drink too. In the evening we had 

a sherry reception followed by a formal dinner – we only 

slightly underdressed, jeans, t-shirt, scabby trainers – and 

then a disco, with the compulsory boat race or two. 

 

“I shall be home from 12
th

 December til 10
th

 January, so 

make sure I get ion the Xmas dinner Hash list. See you all 

then, 

BIG NIGE 

 

 

DON – THOUGHTS ARISING ON MY 250TH RUN 

 

I had fully concentrated myself to give some kind of speech 

on my recent celebratory run at the Peacock Inn. Indeed, 

the run itself increased my keenness to give out a bon mot 

or two. An excellent number of hashers, a perfect night – 

no rain, no wind, a clear moonlit sky and a trail in good 

condition. I was particularly gratified by the obvious 

enjoyment of some of the more fascinating and devious 

elements I had managed to introduce, especially the sight of 

runners climbing the rocky bluffs like the marauding 

British forces scaling the Heights of Abraham in the battle 

for Quebec. Perhaps even more fun was coming up on the 

main body of the hash flashing their torches up another cliff 

face at the end of an apparent cul-de-sac, due to the cunning 

concealment of the entrance to the footpath beyond. Poor 

Chris Dauncey, following a little later, had the same 

trouble, but without any clues other than our shouts, he had 

to run all the way back around the estate to catch us up 

further on. There was a major torch failure that evening, 

with at least eight sets of batteries giving up, however, in 

the usual way, those with lights helped those without, and 

we all returned safely. 

 

Which is what is so remarkable about the hash, so common 

and ordinary that it is usually too obvious to even mention 

– the spirit of willing and unforced helpfulness and 

camaraderie. No-one finds it any trouble at all to offer 

advice or lend a hand, or just extend a sympathetic ear. I 

have on many occasions – not just recently, when so much 

thoughtful interest and support has come my way because 

of Lorna’s sudden desperate illness (she is progressing 

slowly but steadily at present)  - benefitted from the 

steadfast good-natured recharging I get on Monday 

evenings, out there in the Sussex mud with a bunch of 

unlikely eccentrics. Since 1979, when I first came along 

with Pete Stewart, I have got a lift from our jolly weekly 

gatherings, and had I continued in the middle period more 

constantly I suspect my troubles at that time would also 

have receded more smartly. I’m sure I am not alone in 

appreciating the ability of the Hash to generate energy and 

common sense from what are apparently ridiculous and 

punishing endeavours, and I metaphorically raise my hat to 

you all for perpetuating this nonsense each week! 

 

The foregoing is approximately what I would have said for 

my 250
th

, but the effect of a whole pint of Harveys in one 

down-down left me unable to say anything at all, so I wrote 

it down instead. Many thanks to you all. 

 

  


